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WELCOME MESSAGE

Introduction

TFWA World Exhibition
a unique week for all of us...
TFWA is, in its own right, a brand
– and TFWA World Exhibition its
‘leading product’.
Any brand must build long-term relationships with its customers in order to
become an indispensable part of people’s
daily lives by generating continued interest, use of its products and entertainment.
We can apply this same thinking to TFWA
and its core product – World Exhibition.
As an event, it is a crucial part of the
industry’s calendar, offering a showcase
of brands and new products and a vital
stage for discussion and debate through
networking opportunities.
Indeed, it is, however, more than that. It
is quite unique. Successful brands create
an emotional link with their followers –
their products become an essential part
of a person’s life, a second skin! We like
to think that TFWA World Exhibition has
achieved that same emotional link with its
participants at all levels.
Even the venue, is a vital piece in the
‘jigsaw’ that is TFWA World Exhibition –
for one week every year, Cannes becomes
a ‘duty free community’ where partnerships are forged and strengthened; where
experiences are shared and explored;
where friendships are rekindled and new
ones made. It is where the ‘Trinity’ that
we so often talk about comes together in
one place, where business discussions
in the Palais des Festivals often carry on
through dinner in this beautiful setting on

the Cote d’Azur and chance encounters at
breakfast lead to meetings on the stands
that evolve into lasting partnerships.
TFWA World Exhibition – the brand and
the product – aims to deliver its promise
to the duty free and travel retail industry
every year, and every year we also aim to
offer more... than five days of conference,
workshops and a strategic fair, but overall
a unique experience and a new successful
story for your business.
It is a particular pleasure to be able to
offer free Wi-Fi throughout the Palais this
year; something TFWA has been trying
to accomplish for several years and has
finally achieved.
It is all part of TFWA’s aim to make
working at the event easy and effective.
It supports our existing tools such as
the Smartphone App, the online Product

Showcase and HD Press Photo Service,
plus, of course, the Digital Exhibition
Directory and Diary.
The social side of TFWA World Exhibition
is an equally important and vital part of
the Cannes experience and every year we
try to keep the offer fresh, whilst holding
onto firm favourites. Sunday’s sports and
leisure events are the perfect way for
the industry to meet up with old and new
friends, but not all options are suitable
for those who wish to be involved without
taking part.
This year our new rugby mini-tournament
aimed to solve that – creating a fun event
which could be enjoyed by all including
me! Along with our new Cocktail Masterclass at ‘Les Apprentis Gourmets’ Cookery
School and traditional Sunday events, it
was a marvellous way to start the week.

make sure you exchange your
ticket for a table number this
afternoon. We are promising a
truly stunning evening at this
year’s new venue, the Porto
Canto Marina; a fabulous mix of
star entertainment and Michelinstarred chefs.

Free Wi-Fi
service

The Beach Restaurant

TFWA is delighted to offer a free
Wi-Fi service inside the Palais des
Festivals. Please connect to the ‘2013
TFWA’ Wi-Fi network, launch your web
browser and follow the instructions.
The login is your family name, and
the password is your badge number.
Technical support is available at a
dedicated desk (Viapass) during exhibition hours on Level -1, Red Village.

Enjoy the relaxed surroundings of this fabulous restaurant

Location: the Beach Village

Many thanks to all our sponsors and
supporters, including Kipling, Piquadro,
Armani, Peuch & Besse, and Gebr.
Heinemann/Estée Lauder for making it
possible.
The Opening Cocktail at the Carlton Hotel
(this year attended by more than 1,400
guests) is another part of the Cannes
‘experience’, which brings so many of us
together on Sunday evening and sets the
tone for the week; the fantastic firework
display to me is always symbolic of our
industry’s colour and passion!
Of course, Le Premium Evening is always
the social highlight of the week and this
year’s main attraction. Scottish rock and
pop band Texas will guarantee a sell-out
evening. So make sure you exchange your
ticket for a table number this afternoon.
We are promising a truly stunning evening
at this year’s new venue, the Porto Canto
Marina; a fabulous mix of star entertainment and Michelin-starred chefs.
All this and The Scene as well – the perfect
after hours place to wind-down and chill out –
is what makes TFWA World Exhibition the very
special event that it is.
From all of us on the Marketing Team, we
hope you have a very special week with TFWA.

Carla Guiducci
Vice-President Marketing,
TFWA

TFWA LinkedIn
Group
TFWA has launched a LinkedIn Group,
which is an ideal place to go for the latest
news on TFWA World Exhibition. Join the
TFWA Group.

located in the Beach Village. Boasting an enviable setting
with sea views, it offers a varied and reasonably priced menu,
providing an ideal lunch venue throughout the week.
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Armani
Cocktail

Davidoff
Gourmet
Evening
Carla Guiducci, Travel Retail Director Worldwide,
Giorgio Armani.

Giorgio Armani held a cocktail at its
boutique on the Croisette last night.
Guests enjoyed Champagne and canapés
while browsing the latest collections.
Cécile Lamotte, Marketing Director, TFWA; Carla Guiducci, Travel Retail Director Worldwide, Giorgio Armani; and
Michael Barrett, Executive Officer, Asia Pacific Travel Retail Association.

Glenfiddich party

Emma Humphreys, Regional Marketing Manager, William Grant & Sons; Alex
Warren, Global Travel Retail and Business Development Manager, Vertu; Lucy
Tugwell, Senior Account Manager, HRG; and Carrie Morrison, Promotion and
Merchandising Executive, William Grant & Sons.

James Orpen, Head of Finance Global Travel Retail, William Grant & Sons; Brian
Kinsman, Malt Master, William Grant & Sons; and Ian Taylor, Marketing Manager
Global Travel Retail, William Grant & Sons.

To celebrate the launch of Glenfiddich Cask Collection, William
Grant & Sons hosted a soiree in Vieux Port last night. Guests
gathered aboard a yacht owned by the Grant family and nobody
went thirsty – cocktails were being mixed by three of Europe’s best
bartenders under the watchful gaze of Malt Master Brian Kinsman.

Full
throttle
Sweeping dresses,
sparkling drinks
and, of course, a
stunning scent, were
at the centre of the
celebrations at the
Art & Fragrance
‘Cocktail Dinatoîre’
4 – TFWA DAILY

Esteemed guests of
Davidoff packed La
Plage du Festival last
night for a gourmet
evening in honour of
its latest travel retail
offering, Davidoff
Nicaragua. Up to 350
revellers joined the
soiree and enjoyed
the most luxurious
products nature has to
offer: foie gras, caviar,
champagne, chocolate
and, of course, cigars.

last night. Guests
congregated at
the glittering New
York New York
to celebrate the
launch of Art &
Fragrance’s newest
reference, Jaguar
Innovation – a
refined fragrance
for a refined
gentleman.

Hans-Kristian Hoejsgaard, President and Chief
Executive Officer of the Oettinger Davidoff Group;
Roberto Graziani, CEO, Nuance; Christian Vonthron,
Senior Vice President Travel Retail and Duty Free,
Oettinger Davidoff Group; Andrea Belardini, CEO
Europe, Nuance; Narain Jashanmal, Partner,
Jashanmal Group; and Dag Inge Rasmussen,
Chairman, Lagardère Services.

The Art & Fragrance team, including CEO Roger von
der Weid, centre, had a lot to celebrate at last night’s
memorable Cocktail Dinatoîre. The new reference,
Jaguar Innovation, was introduced for the first time, as
was the brand’s sharp new corporate logo.

www.tfwa.com

Tic Tac T100 mint gets a new look with its first souvenir collection! The famously cool mint is now available in a wide range
of destination packs especially designed for souvenir hunters and tic tac fans. New layouts can be added month to month,
making it an unlimited collection. There is no more innovative way to take your sales to a new level!

Please visit us at TFWA Cannes, Green Village Stand J35 from 21th to 25th October and discover the whole portfolio

evening events
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MONTEGRAPPA PARTY
Over 80 guests gathered at the Hotel
Majestic Barrière last night at the Beauty
Contact launch party for the new ladies’
fragrance ‘nerouno’ from Montegrappa,
the luxury writing instruments brand.
Montegrappa, best known for its high-end
pens, but now selling watches, cufflinks,
and leather goods in its fashion accessories
range, is a highly respected Italian company
founded in 1912 in Bassano del Grappa.
Second only to Mont Blanc as a luxury pen,
the brand is famous for making the most
expensive pen ever sold at a charity auction
for $8.5 million. Beauty Contact is targeting
Europe, Asia and Middle East operators for
listings this week.

RUGGED AND LUXURIOUS
Elegant players in Yves St Laurent style white suits played pool with silver balls at the
Absolut Elyx Cocktail Party at the Plage du Majestic Barrière Cocktail party last night,
while campaign face Chloe Sevigny stared down from the walls with ultra-cool visage.
Stylish, strong, urban and very chic was the message given to celebrate the launch of
the latest single estate, hand crafted vodka from Absolut – ‘ Elyx’, made from a harvest
of Swedish winter wheat and manually distilled in a copper column still.

Johan Rudstrom,
Marketing
Director,
Global Travel
Retail Brand
Development,
The Absolut
Company; Anders
Olssen, Director,
Global Travel
Retail; Jonas
Stahlin, VP Global
Marketing;
and Magnus
Skogsberg,
Happytear
Agency.

140
years
on

Heineken welcomed Cannes customers
and guests to celebrate its 140-year
anniversary (last December) as
Holland’s best selling beer on its
yacht ‘Sea Dweller’ at the Jetée Albert
Edouard last night, where drinks flowed
and stamina showed.

Audrey Schillings, Marketing, Heineken; Carlos Candeias, Global Account Manager,
Heineken; Michael Tsounalas, Sales; Sean McNaughten, Managing Global Duty
Free, Heineken; Jolanda van Amerongeri; Renée Oosterveer, Trade Marketing
Manager, Heineken; and Ernesto Milan, Global Duty Free – Americas, Heineken.

Jacob Chacko, Business Development Manager, Montegrappa Italia; Nina Nahhas, Training Manager & Brand
Co-ordinator, Montegrappa Italia; Charles Nahhas, Managing Director, Montegrappa Italia; Sany Nahhas; Giuseppe
Aquila, CEO, Montegrappa Italia; Aquillha Stephen, Managing Director, Beauty Contact, Inc; and Alwyn Stephen,
President and CEO, Beauty Contact, Inc.

Drinks
International
awards winners

Best Luxury Drinks Brand of the Year
The Famous Grouse 40 Year Old
The Edrington Group Ltd

Supplier Awards

Best Packaging/Repackaging of a Drinks Brand
Glengoyne Highland Single Malt (Range)
Ian Macleod Distillers

				
Best Drinks Launch at TFWA Cannes 2013
Glenfiddich Cask Collection
William Grant & Sons

Best Presentation Box/Gift Box
Bombay Sapphire Electro
Bacardi

Best Drinks Launch of the Year
The Glen Deveron Royal Burgh Collection
Bacardi

6 – TFWA DAILY

Most Creative Marketing Concept/Travel Retail in
Store Promotion
Jim Beam Honey
Jim Beam (Maxxium Travel Retail)

Supreme Travel Retail Champion
The Glen Deveron Royal Burgh Collection
Bacardi

Operator Awards
Travel Retail Drinks Buyer of the Year
Ajay Bhatia
Dubai Duty Free
Travel Retail Outlet of the Year
New Stores at Hong Kong Airport
DFS Group

www.tfwa.com
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n February 1979, Madonna Ciccone was a nude model for New-York
Photographer Martin Hugo Maximilien SCHREIBER. She granted him
all the rights on her photos and authorization to use them in association
with her name for any purpose: art, advertising, trade, etc. in a signed model
release.
Ever since , various licenses have been granted, such as: ladies/men
underwear, innerwear, stockings, T-shirts, Ladies apparel. Costume
jewellery. Handbags, Cosmetics, Sunglasses, Optical Frames, Mobile Phone
Services, Sandals, Beach Wear, Jeans etc. This year showcasing at TFWA
Cannes is the Madonna Nudes 1979 new vibrant collection of Body Sprays
for women. The range complements the EDP’s that were already launched
last year.

Copyrights 1990, MHM SCHREIBER. Madonna is not personally endorsing this product.
www.beautycontact.com, info@beautycontact.com

the scene
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The
Scene
The Scene opened on Monday
night. The atmosphere is
electric, with a different DJ
performing every night. Tonight
there will be a performance by
DJ Chloé – be sure not to miss
it. The Scene is located at Gare
Maritime – just a short walk from
the Palais des Festivals.

DJ Kristof Tigran.

GIFTS & ACCESSORIES
DESIGNED IN GERMANY.
Red Village

J23

NEXT DESTINATION „FRA“
#KYR19-A104
Keyring with 3 travel charms:
aeroplane, suitcase and luggage label
with airport code Frankfurt
Free choice of airport code
from 100 pcs.
Quotation upon request.
TOR11/CO

www.troika.org

24/7 enjoy shopping at SWAROVSKI.COM

© 2013 SWAROVSKI AG

Miranda Kerr
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The Airline &
Retailer WorkshoP
Inflight
Focus

01

Delegates heard from
an airline, a brand and
a concessionaire at
yesterday morning’s
Airline & Retailer
Workshop, which
explored how
inflight sales and
communication
with passengers
can be increased.

AvAilAble in 198 countries.
Tonight at the Scene
&
TR Business Rocks.

Jean-Luc Chassigneux, Managing Director, Dutyfly Solutions,
opened with the concessionaire
perspective. He has 25 years of
experience working in travel
retail and was appointed to his
current position in 2010.
Dutyfly Solutions, which is a 50-50 joint
venture between Aelia and Servair,
manages onboard duty free sales for
airlines including Air France, Iberia,
Alitalia, Air Caraibes and Czech Airlines.
Chassigneux identified three key areas
of importance for inflight sales: the
products, innovations such as new
commercial and marketing tools,
and commitment from the brands.
He commented on the evolution of
the product offer and the emergence
of pre-ordering facilitated by new
technologies. Research quoted by
Chassigneux shows that while 82% of
passengers surveyed look at the inflight
brochure, only 17% of purchases were
pre-planned, suggesting a high level of
impulse purchasing. “We need efficient
procurement, marketing and training,”
commented Chassigneux. “We also need
a safe trolley for the expensive products.
We put RFID tags on our trolleys, so we
always know where a trolley is and when it
is boarded and unloaded.”
Brigitte Wolf, Director Sales & Marketing,
Lufthansa WorldShop, picked up on the
theme of innovation. Lufthansa WorldShop has a multi-channel approach with

four strategic pillars – offline, online, duty
free and retail shops. “The prestigious
catalogues we have onboard really are
a sales driver. It is so important to show
these prestigious products in premium
catalogues – that is what really drives
passengers’ decision to buy products,”
she commented.
Wolf also highlighted the importance
of multiple touchpoints to connect with
passengers. Under the Miles & More
frequent flyer programme, Lufthansa
WorldShop gives members the opportunity to purchase select products with
their frequent flyer miles, or make a
mixed payment including their miles. “It
is very important to use this channel to
communicate with programme members
before they travel to maximise sales
opportunities. There is no easier way to
connect with potential clients than those
you already have in your database,” added
Wolf.
Lufthansa WorldShop will also soon
launch a new inflight IFE catalogue,
containing hundreds of products, which
passengers will be able to order for
delivery at home. Other plans include
introducing an inflight a la carte retail
offer in business class on long-haul
services, whereby passengers can
purchase products at their convenience
and have them delivered to their seat.
The airport lounge was also identified
as a show room for product placement.
Lufthansa WorldShop opened a show
room at Frankfurt Airport last year, which

www.tfwa.com
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provides a high-class environment in
which to display products. “Passengers
can browse the products and get ideas
for what they might like to buy; it provides
a different impetus for them to buy
onboard,” explained Wolf.
The speakers all highlighted the space
available onboard as an important factor.
Wolf commented: “It’s important to offer
right products at right time. We have a
team that analyses the demographics
of our passengers, and that helps our
procurement team target the products
that passengers will want to buy.”
Lufthansa WorldShop also focuses on
incentive programmes for cabin crew and
holds product days before a product goes
‘live’, whereby a supplier will educate the
crew about the products, so they are more
informed and feel more comfortable selling.
Stuart McGuire, Chairman, Scorpio
Worldwide, then provided the perspective
of a leading supplier of branded goods
to the inflight and travel retail market.
While Scorpio’s business on the ground
is developing rapidly, inflight remains
core to its strategy. Focusing on Scorpio’s
biggest market, the UK, McGuire provided
a brief overview of the market from 2007
to 2013. Key trends include a reduction
in the number of airlines operating in the
UK, due both to mergers and bankruptcies, while there has been a simultaneous
increase in low-cost carrier operations.

McGuire spoke about Chanel’s
withdrawal from the inflight travel retail
last year. “Chanel offered extremely
strong support to the UK airline
business and was ranked number one in
fragrances,” he said. “They were a core
part of the range and revenue planning,
but chose to withdraw from the airline
business, which was a big worry for UK
airline buyers, leaving a big hole to fill.”
In fact, Chanel’s withdrawal was an
opportunity for new brands to fill that
gap. McGuire added: “Losing Chanel
was seen as a Doomsday scenario.
Initial losses were felt, but now the
product range is more diverse, with
more brands and more revenue.”
Speaking from the audience, Devesh
Kuwadekar, Senior Manager Business
Development & Marketing, Qatar Airways,
commented: “We have not looked back
since Chanel pulled out of Qatar Airways.
Watches, for example, is a particularly
fast-growing category, and many brands
are investing time and money to get their
products onboard.”
The speakers concluded the session by
identifying the biggest challenges in the
inflight business. Returning to the key
themes discussed in the workshop, they
highlighted the issue of space onboard,
connectivity and interactivity onboard, and
the need for innovations, such as Lufthansa
WorldShop’s inflight IFE catalogue.

report
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01 Jean-Luc Chassigneux, Managing Director,
Dutyfly Solutions, commented on the evolution
of the product offer and the emergence of preordering facilitated by new technologies.
02 Commenting on Chanel’s withdrawal from the
inflight travel retail, Stuart McGuire, Chairman,
Scorpio Worldwide, said: “Losing Chanel was seen
as a Doomsday scenario. Initial losses were felt,
but now the product range is more diverse, with
more brands and more revenue.”
03 Brigitte Wolf, Director Sales & Marketing,
explained that Lufthansa WorldShop will also soon
launch a new inflight IFE catalogue, containing
hundreds of products, which passengers will be
able to order for delivery at home.
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exhibition news

Sex Fun
& Love
A celebration of these universal values
is at the heart of Desigual’s A/W 2013
collection – and the reason it is optimised
for travel retail.
Having entered the market just three
years ago, it has been very successful in
drawing female travellers of all ages and
classes in with the vibrant designs of its
distinctive garments, as well as SKUs
and retail units, and converting them into
impulse purchasers.
“We are a product that inspires emotions
and that is what travellers increasingly look for,” said a spokesperson for
Desigual, which has shaken up the traditionally male business dress dominated
world of airport fashion retail.
The brand has also had success with
travel retail exclusives offered inflight – a

Silver
impulse
With many years of experience in travel
retail behind it, expert purveyor of jewellery and watches Fortune Concept is a
confident presence at this year’s TFWA
World Exhibition.
“This is an interesting platform to meet
potential and existing buyers and air
operators. Opportunities like these don’t
come along every day,” explained Rajiv
Mehra, Regional Sales & Marketing Director for the brand.
With an established presence in airport
terminals around the world and many
airlines including Singapore Airlines,
ANA, Korean Air and British Airways, the
company markets accessories that appeal
to lifestylers from those in the middle
market to the high end – a wide spectrum
of consumer traveller.
“Today inflight travellers are looking
for exclusive, value-added impulse
duty free purchases. This is a capability we can offer. In the next 12 months
we are looking for greater exposure
for our brands, and a greater overall
market share,” said Mehra.

Red Village M35
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travel wallet and two-pack of patterned
pashminas which are currently selling
very well through 25 air operators over
the past two years.
“Our vision is for a Desigual garment
in every piece of luggage in the world.
Currently we are working on strengthening the Latin American market, and
then in 2014 we will be focusing on
developing the Asian market. After
that, who knows? Probably another
planet!” said the spokesperson.

Mediterranean
Village N5

Cast a light
Silhouette International is using TFWA
World Exhibition to showcase its latest
retail display concepts under its own
eyewear ranges and those of Adidas.
Centre stage is its high-tech Eye Kiosk, which
allows duty free shoppers – and exhibition
visitors – to see themselves on a video screen,
which overlays pairs of the brand’s sunglasses
over the virtual reflection and was tested
successfully at Vienna Airport this August.
“People were coming out of airport security
stressed, then they would see themselves
in the Eye Kiosk and smile. That was our
aim – to create an experience, to stop
traffic on the airport concourse and to
develop our brand identity,” said Joel
Jelderks, Global Head of Travel Retail.
The company is also showing off concepts
for Adidas eyewear such as its Hydrophobic display, using running water to
demonstrate the high tech coating of its
sports sunglasses: “Traditionally it has
been a challenge to market sports brands
in travel retail. The key is differentiation
– whether through thoughtfully branded
SKUs or, ideally, dedicated retail outlets
for sports brands,” said Jelderks.
Through these targeted innovations,
Silhouette hopes to invert its current
70/30 inflight to duty free retail split.

Riviera Village RE9

1881
Forever
French fashion house Cerutti 1881 is
showing its line of travel retail exclusive bags including foldable items.
Its focus at this year’s show is small
leather goods including wallets and
belts, retailing from €99-139, as
Licenses Director Paolo Silvestro
told TFWA Daily: “The folding bags
at €89 have been created especially
for duty free. They represent great
value for money and are available
in six colours.” Also on display are
polycarbonate, lightweight but sturdy
rolling luggage. Its women’s bag
collection, from €249-349, focuses
on easy to wear items with detachable straps and multiple pockets
making them ideal for travel retail.
Cerutti’s offshoots are divided into
three brands: Cerutti 1881 Paris
is a high end collection, not yet in
travel retail. Cerutti 1881 is a classic
collection with a formal twist and 18
CRR 81 has a relaxed, youthful feel.
The brand, which was founded in
1881 became a pioneer by opening
its first store in the 1960s in a corner
of Paris where no other fashion
brands were to be found. It now has
a strong presence in Europe and
particularly Asia, where it began
retailing in the 1970s. TFWA Daily’s
fact of the day: Giorgio Armani used
to work at Cerutti.

Bay Village Bay 14

Coming to
America

TFWA World Exhibition sees Belgian
chocolate brand Leonidas in a very
strong position, just seven months
into a campaign to conquer the
American travel retail market
in the year of its centenary.
Having flown off the shelves since its
first US duty free touchdown in New
York-JFK’s Terminal 4 in March, the
brand has been experiencing immense
traffic from US buyers at its stand and
was in talks on Monday about coming
to shelves in JFK’s Terminal 4.
“From 08:30 to 18:30 on the first day
of the exhibition we had non-stop
meetings. Being Belgian we are modest
– but people are basically begging for
our products,” said International Sales
Director Filip Van de Vyver.
Van de Vyver puts this down to the
Leonidas’ focus on ‘affordable luxury’
that sees fine chocolates, sometimes
finished with candied orange peel,
fresh nuts and dried fruit, or packaged
in collectable Disney tins, available
across a range of price points.
Playing a key role in introducing Leonidas to the Americas is Phil Peterson,
Independent Sales Agent Travel Retail
Americas, Leonidas, who, with a
background in the luxury luggage travel
retail sector, thinks it’s a perfect time
for penetration now that retail spaces
across the country have sufficiently
developed. “The airports there used to
be almost like third world countries.
Now it is much better. With 1,400 POS
across 50 countries Leonidas knows
what works,” he said.

Blue Village D24
14 – TFWA DAILY
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party time
Wednesday 23 to Thursday 24 October, 22:00-02:00
Gare Maritime

DJ Chloé.

The Scene is firmly established as the premier late
night venue during TFWA
World Exhibition. Keeping
the music fresh, a different DJ is performing every

night. Tonight, it is the
turn of DJ Chloé. Purchase
your entry tickets either
at The Scene desk (Level
1, Palais des Festivals) or
directly at the entrance.

“ Ro c k a n d C h i c ”
D O N ’ T F O R G E T : please M a k e yo u r reservat i on
at the ded i cated L e P rem i u m E ven i ng des k ,
L evel 1 , Pala i s des F est i vals , by 1 8 : 0 0 today.

Thursday 24 October, 19:30
Port Canto
• By invitation only
• Part of the Full Delegate package
• Dress code: Black tie
• A shuttle service will operate from
all major hotels

The stunning Le Premium Evening takes place in a new location –
waterside at the Port Canto marina. The theme this year is “Rock
and Chic”. Guests will enjoy a sumptuous dinner prepared by three
French, Michelin-starred chefs – Jacques Chibois of La Bastide Saint
Antoine in Grasse for the entrée, Alain Llorca from La Colle-sur-Loup
in Saint Paul de Vence for the main course, and François Raimbault
from L’Oasis in Mandelieu for the dessert. This will be followed by an
unforgettable performance from successful rock group Texas.

29th Frontier Awards
Wednesday 23 October
18:30-22:30
Hôtel Martinez

TRAVEL THE WORLD
WITH CARE AND BEAUT Y

BY

Riviera RG 16

More than 450 key industry professionals will attend the awards
dinner and ceremony for a night of celebration aiming to recognise
outstanding examples of marketing, innovation and retail excellence.
• Dress code: Black tie • Ticket holders only
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Scientific
skincare
For 25 years Ahava Dead Sea Laboratories
has explored the hydrating and restorative
properties of Dead Sea minerals, and from
the reparative qualities found by the clinical trials it has conducted on its mineralrich waters, salt and mud, has developed
an entire product range based on its
unique Osmoter element. A catalyst for
healthy skin interaction, Osmoter contains
magnesium, calcium, potassium, and
bromine – the most essential minerals
for supporting skin functions – in perfect
proportions for luminous, healthy skin.
Earlier this year the skincare brand
launched its Dead Sea Osmoter Concentrate Moisture and Radiance Boosting
Serum, a groundbreaking serum that, in
a research-enforced coup, contains three
times the amount of the active Osmoter
ingredient as the other products in its
range. Michal Rom, General Manager
International Division, said: “Since the
product’s launch in September sales have

Travel
pouches
Bensimon is showcasing a range of travel
pouches, which are described as simple,
light, comfortable and colourful, including
bags, accessories and kits. The new Bags
Collection, created specifically by Serge
Bensimon for travel retail, is an extension
of its SS14 Ready-to-Wear collection. The
brand’s ‘Autour du Monde’ (around the
world) concept stores are pioneered in the
art of travel.
Catherine Mell, Consultant – Export,
Bensimon, said that the company has
enjoyed a wonderful show so far, with a
busy exhibition stand and many meetings.
The brand is quite new to travel retail
and is here in Cannes looking to expand
its presence in the channel. “We are very
keen on timeless colours,” explained Mell.
“We launch two new seasonal lines of
ready-to-wear fashion every year.”
Bensimon sees big potential for its
products in Asia, and already has a strong
presence in Korea.
The strength of the Bensimon brand lies in
the fact that it’s a family business. “Family
is the soul of the brand,” commented
Yves Bensimon. “Thanks to our ‘Autour du
Monde’ concept, it is now legitimate for us
to be exploring travel retail.”
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Perfect
Store
Nestlé International Travel Retail (NITR)
yesterday held the official launch of its
‘Perfect Store’ concept – a package of
insights into optimising travel retail
spaces and technology to boost duty free
sales, potentially by £500,000 per year in
the confectionery sector.
Alan Brennan, Global Head of Sales,
outlined the results of real world trials,
including at Amsterdam’s Schiphol
Airport, that were said to have boosted
confectionery sales by +70% during the
trial in a context of +1% passenger growth.
Currently less than 20% of terminal
footfall flows through retail spaces,
of which less than half convert. NITR
research suggested conversion can

been phenomenal, and the product is
now being stocked in every major retailer.
Response from consumers too has been
amazing – because they can use the
concentrate under their usual skin cream,
it’s a product for everybody, and the
results are fantastic.”
In its home market of Israel the brand’s
performance is very strong. Its products
dominate 70% of the Dead Sea skincare
segment there, and it is one of the leading
brands across the region’s entire skincare
sector. Year-after-year Ahava experiences
double-digit growth in sales worldwide,
and its strategy now is to further develop
its visibility in the European and US
markets.
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be enhanced by ‘quick wins’, including
better segmenting of retail space, pairing
confectionery brands with affinity tobacco
and spirits products and sparing use of
easy-to-understand promotions.
Devrim Cobrek, General Manager, NITR,
outlined how polarisation between travellers in emerging and mature markets and
the challenging expectations of the new
generation means a generalised approach
is no longer applicable.
“Perfect Store is not a one-size-fits-all
solution, but a framework for finding out
what works for your business and to help
you achieve individual objectives,” added
Brennan. “Retailers are under pressure to
boost sales and with such strong results,
those we’re in touch with have been
receptive.”
NITR has also launched new product
innovations in KitKat, Smarties, Baci and
Quality Street brands.
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Best of
British
Burberry’s decision to bring its prosperous
beauty and cosmetics business in house
earlier this year has transformed the
potential that the travel retail market holds
for the iconic British brand. Vice President
Global Travel Retail Tancrede Amacker
explained that there was three-pillared
motivation behind the strategic move, which
has opened opportunities in the brand’s most
important markets such as China, where
the appetite for beauty and propensity for
high-end gifting has seen sales flourish.
“Beauty is an integral part of our business,”
he said. “The Burberry consumer sees
the brand in terms of fashion, fragrance,
cosmetics, eyewear and more, and we
wanted to encapsulate all of them in one
brand – one image – and integrate the
category into our portfolio for a more
consistent approach for our consumers.”
The newly unified Burberry is present for
the first time at TFWA World Exhibition
and, building on its large presence in
airport boutiques worldwide, its strategy
now is to create a customer experience
that is intrinsically Burberry, with bigger,
even more luxuriant stores, and entertaining instore spectacles. “I think this is
something that is still really lacking from
the airport experience, and it’s something
we plan to do more and more.”
Burberry is as serious about beauty as it is
about innovation, and its digital strategy is
second to none – its 16 million highly engaged
followers on Facebook flocking in numbers
unseen by any other brand. Its product
strategy too reflects the brand’s aptitude for
innovation; the arresting campaign for Brit
Rhythm for men, the first fragrance from
Burberry’s in house ‘nose’ Francis Krukdjan,
embraces social media in every form. “We
wanted to be disruptive, to reinvent the beauty
business,” Amacker said. “Introducing the
digital experience on shop floors is also a
large part of our strategy for next three to
four years, and we will create something truly
unique. That’s where our strengths lie. It’s
what we can do as Burberry.”
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Business
sense
“We come to the show wearing many
hats,” explained Johnnie Voutsas, Folli
Follie’s Vice President International.
“The first hat is that of the Folli Follie
brand, and, of course, its commitment
to growing in the travel retail channel.
The second hat is that of confirmation of
the positioning of the brand as being a
lifestyle, fashion, trendy brand. The third
is that of the Folli Follie Group, which is
our alliance with Dufry. A 49%-51% joint
venture in Hellenic Duty Free shops.”
Indeed, Folli Follie’s travel retail
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strategy is as methodically considered
and meticulously executed as Voutsas
implies. With over 60 points of sale in
travel retail, in addition to the 30 airlines
it is onboard, the brand’s dedication to
international growth is clear – and its
continued expansion seems to show
no bounds. In recent months the iconic
Greek brand has secured the opening
of its largest travel retail shop-in-shop
with China Duty Free Group, a location
with King Power in downtown Bangkok,
and with DFS following its acquisition of
the Hong Kong Airport tender. In terms
of brand positioning, Folli Follie’s new
advertising campaign embodies the
brand values of fashionable, affordable
luxury. Merging east and west, a Chinese
and a Dutch model are the campaign
faces that emphasise accessibility, and

Touch of
Gold

Extreme

philosophy – ‘Found in the nature, proven by
the science’ – and at TFWA World Exhibition
the brand’s passionate, polar explorer CEO
Daniel Kurbiel is extolling the virtues of its
softening Genuine Lapland Cream. “We
thought, what brand but us could own the
cold cream? So we’ve reinvented the original cold cream as you know it, by looking
into authentic recipes from the Lapland
region – where Santa Claus is from – and we
like to say that after you use it, you’ll look
so beautiful you’ll believe in Santa Claus!”
The 100% natural elixir moisturises and
protects the skin in even the most extreme
conditions, and is so popular that every
distributor who has tried it has wanted to
place an order. “The product is already out
of stock, and we haven’t even begun selling
it yet,” Kurbiel said.
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Polaar – the revolutionary creator of some
of the world’s most unique and unparalleled
skincare solutions – is still relatively new to
travel retail, but in its short time present in
the market its regional expansion has been
truly exponential. In recent months alone
the specialist in the groundbreaking restorative properties of ingredients from beyond
the polar circle has opened in markets
throughout North Africa, is in the process of
launching its skincare products throughout
the Asian market in Singapore, Vietnam
and China, and is enhancing visibility in
Korea. The industry’s most discerning and
demanding consumers are clamouring for
Polaar’s multi-tasking miracle cures, which
recreate the abilities of the fauna and flora
from the Arctic and Antarctic that rejuvenate
themselves in extreme conditions. It’s not
surprising then that in its home market of
France, Polaar’s sales have increased by
15% in a skincare sector averaging at -10%,
while international volume has doubled, with
popularity in countries such as Ukraine rising
in an unprecedented state of upward flux.
Once again, a pioneering new product
has been born out of Polaar’s rousing

characterise the new positioning. The
“third hat”, Folli Follie’s joint venture
with Dufry, has revealed a multitude of
synergies between the partners, just
one of the myriad advantages that have
blossomed from the pair’s relationship. Dufry’s powerful network of more

www.travel-blue.com

Mondelez World Travel Retail yesterday
unveiled a dazzling new look for the iconic
Toblerone brand, which is set to shine in
2014. Under the umbrella theme of ‘The
Touch of Gold’, shoppers will experience the
most premium and gift-worthy Toblerone
appearance yet. The new look is to be
executed across the whole portfolio, creating a more eye-catching, more premium
and more tempting travel retail offer.
“We are all excited about the new

than 180 airports has opened abundant
opportunities for the Folli Follie brand,
which will soon be opening in Puerto
Rico and Chicago in the next month.

Ambassadeurs
Village V2
campaign – the concept is very eye-catching and will really bring the brand to life
instore,” said Andreas Fehr, Managing
Director, Mondelez World Travel Retail.
“The Oreo brand is also very exciting, and
is one of our fastest-growing. It is still early
days; the brand has been on the market for
two years. We are very hopeful the brand
will be one of our most successful. Oreo
is the biggest biscuit brand in the world.
We have a completely exclusive range, and
there are early signs that it is a big jewel.”
Mondelez World Travel Retail launched
its Delighting Travellers initiative last
year, which aims to generate US$3 billion
growth in three years.
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Export
expertise
From almost the moment of its foundation
in 1998, Piquadro, the creator of luxury
business accessories, has been synonymous with Italian quality, and the brand
invested five years in establishing its
reputation countrywide before embarking
on a journey to export its craftsmanship
across the globe. Today, in the midst of
Italy’s complex economy, the export of
its refined business baggage for men
is Piquadro’s most important aspect of
development. “We are the leader in Italy,
but are not able to grow there as we

were in the past, and now we are growing
outwards into the international market,”
described Pierpaolo Palmieri, Sales
Director. Piquadro’s development in the
European and Asian markets has been
rapid. Among its 100 stores worldwide are
14 in Asia, as well as 10 airport locations
across Fiumicino, Malpensa, Linate,
Bologna, Zürich, Vienna and Madrid.
“The brand was born from the idea of
making business briefcases for business
men, that would not just transport
documents but would transport technology,” Palmieri said. “For travel retail
our product is perfect, it is quite literally
designed specifically for the travelling
man, and for us it is a fantastic channel.”
In its plans for international expansion
Piquadro, is implementing the same
strategy for visibility that initially earned

Majestic
jewellery
Storytelling through beautiful jewellery is at the very heart of Clogau, and
each piece of its divine, unparalleled
jewellery contains a touch of the very
same rare Welsh gold as has been
used by British Royalty for over 100
years. The newly launched the Royal
Clogau Collection has taken exclusivity
and luxury to an even higher echelon,
featuring an exquisite array of 18-carat
fair trade gold pieces, dripping in
more diamonds and cocooning more
precious stones than any collection
that came before it.
The range has tempted many, and
evolved from Clogau’s international
relationship with Dubai distributor
Pure Gold, which launched the collection in Abu Dhabi, at the luxuriant
hotel store of Burj Al Arab, the world’s
only 7* hotel. “The pieces were created
for and are perfectly suited to the
hotel’s high-end clientele,” explained
David Butler, Head of International
Sales at Clogau. From the sublime

news

it success in its home market, beginning
by opening domestic stores that enforce
the brand’s reputation for expertise. Six
months ago it opened its first downtown
store Paris, and in the very near future will
open in London, and the brand is investing
heavily in the respective regions to attract
visiting tourists from locations such as
Russia and Asia. “In the next two months
we will also open in Venice and Florence,
not so much for Italian consumers, but
for the tourists that go to the cities. In
the last year and a half we have invested
€12 million into new shops, renewing our
advertising campaigns and adding staff
to our export team. I’m not exaggerating
when I say that virtually all our effort is
going into export,” Palmieri concluded.
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French fancy

drop pendants priced at $3,000 to
the awe-inspiring Debutante bangle;
with an historic influence rooted in
debutante balls, priced at $20,000,
every suite has an aspirational royal
story and a distinct Clogau feel, of
which 12 references were acquired
by Pure Gold last week. “We are
now seeking to partner with the
right customers, who can take on
this wonderful collection and sell
it,” Butler commented. “That will
probably be retailers in the Middle
East, Russia, Asia and some in the
UK, while British Airways has already
expressed an interest in stocking
some a selection of the pieces its
pre-boarding range.”
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Family run for two generations,
French perfumer Jacomo has the
consumer at the heart of its strategy.
Jacomo conceives, makes and sells
all of its own perfumes, each one
rooted in individuality and innovation – its edgy, easy to use It’s Me
fragrances for men and women bear
the sleek silhouette of an iPhone.
Tomorrow, Jacomo will introduce for
the first time the newest references
in its portfolio – Inessance Beauté
and Inessance Élégance – the classic
contrasts to its inventive private
brand range. “Jacomo has a bold
identity,” Eric Jacquemet, President/
CEO, explained, “while Inessance is
more gentle – we’re looking after our
customers who want a day-to-day
perfume at an affordable price. It
is timeless, and for all.” The two
fragrances are France bottled, created
in a marriage between two French
institutions – Inessance and the Miss
France competition – and at 11:30 on
Thursday Miss France 2013 Marine
Lorphelin will take the first spritz of

the two feminine accords.
“Our ambition is big, but as a familyrun company we have different values.
Our is a long-term vision, and we
have time to wait; our emphasis is
on sharing the quality of our product,
and it’s the quality that makes all
the difference,” Jacquemet said. “My
objectives are not to do with numbers,
my objectives are all to do with making
the consumer happy and delivering an
offer that centres around a first-rate
product at a price that is accessible.”
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Timely
phone
release

Look
of love
Swiss watchmaker André Mouche has
been courting airlines here at TFWA World
Exhibition with its elegant timepieces – a
collection which has been bolstered by its
new Marquise Nina line.
The heart-shaped watch is adorned with
Swarovski crystals and has been launched
to travel retail here at TFWA World

Exhibition. “We have created this product
for people who like something different,
something original,” said Didier Peter,
Sales Manager. “It is early to say but we
are seeing a lot of interest.”
André Mouche has a strong presence in
Asia travel retail – particularly in Japan and
China – and the brand is hoping to use TFWA
World Exhibition to increase its footprint here
in Europe. “Every year we develop and patent
a model and we have launched the Marquise
Nina for Cannes,” said Peter. “We think the
line has big potential.”
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Hanse Distribution has unveiled
what it describes as the timepiece of
choice for the “international man of
action”. Launching here in Cannes,
the Candy Tech touch-screen phone
watch is capable of running two SIM
cards simultaneously and has all
the functions of a regular cellular
phone. It’s rare someone steals a
march on Apple, but this innovative
product comes months before the
release of the iWatch. “We have
secured listings with Lufthansa and
Etihad so far,” said Anna Berezhnaya,
Sales Manager. “This is a really
exciting product and we are really
promoting it here in Cannes.”
The Candy Tech watch phone is
water resistant and perfect for the
active business traveller. “It retails
for €160 and will be much cheaper
than the Apple iWatch when it is
released,” said Berezhnaya.
A partnership between Hanse Distribution and Carolee, a US jewellery

manufacturer, is also coming into
bloom in Cannes. “They are really big
in America but they are not presented
well in Europe,” said Berezhnaya.
“They have some exciting new designs
which look great on the page of
inflight magazines – so far we have
confirmed listings with Lufthansa,
Aeroflot and South African Airlines.”
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Exclusive electronics
There’s a reason why travel retail exclusives
and capsule collections selected specifically
for duty free are always an exciting highlight
of TFWA World Exhibition – tailored to the
traveller, they have an enticing and exclusive allure. Enter Capi Global ‘The Traveller’s Electronics Company’, which is carving
its niche in airport retail with a carefully
considered capsule range of high-end niche
and A brand electronics, and its own private
brand of value for money, high quality
products – MiTone, exclusively for duty free
and airports.
“An airport is an inspiring place, a sexy
place, it’s a beautiful place to be, and
Capi develops specialised concepts
suited to the atmosphere,” explained
Peter Wiggers, Managing Director, Royal
Capi-Lux. “I think electronics stores,
though, tend to be quite boring – they’re
all price points and pixels – and they feel
quite aggressive, you don’t feel comfortable instore.” Capi is now turning the

Standing
out

electronics shopping experience on its
head, delivering desirable products in
inspiring atmospheres. In previous roles
Wiggers worked in the food and fashion
industries, and his influence upon Capi
Global’s imaginative retail strategies is
clear: The Action Marketing Table point
of sale, for example, rotates by theme
or product every few weeks, much like a
display in a clothes store.
Capi’s is a unique international concept,
one that has seen the retailer achieve
global success with operations in 10
airports across six European countries
and South Africa, which receive more
than 18 million visitors every year. Now,
Wiggers’ aim is to further enhance the
brand’s presence across the in Africa, Asia
and South America, as well as further
developing its retail model in the B2B
channel for duty free.
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Since launching in 2009, Karelia’s
Omé line of super slim cigarettes has
become one of the fastest growing
products in travel retail – sales rose
by +31% last year and are continuing
their upward trajectory in 2013. The
Karelia Tobacco Company is hoping
to repeat that success with two new
products which it has launched here
in Cannes. “The creation of two new
brands in the soft pack category –
George Karelias and Sons Soft and
Blue Soft – communicates our clear
intention to excite and inspire the
customer,” said Joanna Kamarinopoulos, Public Relations Manager for
Karelia Tobacco Company.
The brand is also showcasing its
custom-made cigarette gondolas,
which can be tailored to fit different
travel retail sales points.
Meanwhile, Karelia is also presenting
its new Omé White at TFWA World
Exhibition – the latest addition to
its Omé line, which is present in 38
international markets and counting.
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WiT
meeting
success
Women in Travel (WiT) is aiming to raise at
least €52,000 for this year’s charity, Hong
Kong based A Drop of Life. The charity
raises funds to bring water to remote
communities in northern China. Until the
meeting around €16,500 has been raised
through individuals and company donations
including King Power Group Hong Kong
and those donating at the meeting. The
Edrington Group Hong Kong kindly donated
a cheque for €10,000 to up the ante, while

WiT members and visitors to the meeting
donated €20 each to enter three business
cards into a prize draw to win one of many
presents including Rotary watches and
Ferragamo bags.
The aim of yesterday’s meeting was to
raise enough money to build multiple
water cellars providing water for one
or two households (each costs less
than €300).
The meeting started off with WiT Founder
Sarah Branquinho announcing that last
year’s charity Lotus Flower, the school in
rural India being built for an original goal
of 50 children with severe challenges from
blindness to leprosy, had received enough
money to educate 68 children. The school
is also being used as a centre for Paralympics and would also be a teaching school.

The Edrington Group Hong Kong
donates €10,000. Ryan Hill,
Regional Director – Asia Travel
Retail, presents the cheque.

Shades
apart
Marchon Eyewear is back at TFWA World
Exhibition with a new-look stand designed
to better highlight its sunglasses and ski
goggles produced under licenses from a
range of well known fashion and sportswear labels.
“We’ve had great feedback from visitors
and increased drop-in visits, which is of
course exactly what retailers are wanting
to achieve,” said Erwan Le Guennec,
International Travel Retail Director.
This year Marchon Eyewear has new

travel retail furniture for its Calvin Klein
line, as well as open stands displaying
a selection of bestselling models – the
recommended assortment for retailers to
display. It gets a wide variety of interest
with North American consumers coveting Michael Kors frames, and Salvatore
Ferragamo sunglasses popular with
Chinese travellers.
It’s a continuation of the brand’s strengthened travel retail sector efforts to create a
highly organised service for its customers.
Le Guennec explained: “We want to help
our customers to help consumers to help
us. We are quite confident of strong sales
growth in the next 12 months are expanding our partners and distributors.”
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At the Cannes launch of his brand’s travel
retail exclusive family of inflight offerings,
La-Tweez CEO Robert M Frohlinger said
his company is in sync with the travel
retail zeitgeist. “The TFWA President in his
opening speech said that duty free is about
optimising for impulse purchases, meaning
products with an added-value proposition
at an attractive price point. We are thrilled
to be in line with that message.”
Frohlinger showed the personal grooming tools that are beginning to appear
onboard Air Italia and Iberia flights. Since
launching in 2004 with its first iconic
illuminated precision tweezer, La-Tweez
has already proved a huge hit across

Back to
basics

Colour
analysis

Pearl specialist Misaki has been taking
the brand ‘back to basics’ this year as it
has been rolling out a range of branded
furniture, including self-service units, to
its retailers around the globe and making
new staff appointments. It has appointed a
new manager for airlines and a European
manager among others.
Misaki has launched Pearlity at the show,
which features handmade emulated pearls.
Director of Marketing and Communication
Audrey Miquelis told the TFWA Daily that
the range would be a modern classic for
Misaki: “We have gone back to the essence
of Misaki with Pearlity. We hope to keep it
for the next 10 years and add on to it.” The
average price point is €129 for a necklace
and €139 for a set. The plan is for Pearlity
to feature on self-service units.

Colour cosmetics supplier Beauty is Life
is celebrating its fifth TFWA World Exhibition this year. Founded by Beatrix Isabel
Lied, the company is also at the show in
search of a distributor to begin its travel
retail journey fully. Beauty is Life is present
in domestic outposts mainly in Germany
and in the US with Barney’s department
stores. The concept of the brand is to match
make up colours to different tones. “Rather
than the colour matching for clothes, this
is a different concept. We don’t analyse
your colours with the seasons, we look at
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domestic markets, as well as on cruise
liners, in airport terminals and onboard
airlines.
Developed especially for travel retail
are the Pro Radiant Beauty Set (illuminated tweezer inlaid with Swarovski
crystal, illuminated compact mirror and
airplane-safe nail file) and the exciting
new Pro Mini Hair Styler, a travel-sized
set of curling and straightening irons with
universal plug.
The latter is already available onboard
some Air France and Gulf Air flights and
interest is widespread.
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different variations of skin tone alongside
hair and eye colour to identify cool and
warm make up shades that will suit your
type,” said Lied.
Lied told TFWA Daily that she’s looking to
open a range of shop-in-shop locations and
next on the agenda is a skincare range based
on skin type rather than day or night creams.

WHATEVER
IT TAKES
Beauty Contact’s Whatever it Takes charity
fragrance project has started shipping to retailers. The supplier has had hand-drawn artwork,
celebrities’ photos and their signatures donated
by each individual to go alongside each scent.
The proceeds of at least US$175,000 will go to
the 21st Century Leaders Foundation. So far
Daniel Craig, Lucy Lui and George Clooney’s
fragrances have started shipping, while Beauty
Contact President and CEO Alwyn Stephen
confirmed that next on the agenda would be
units from Coldplay, Pink and Amy Winehouse,
the latter of which donated artwork a long
time before her sudden death. It makes her
fragrance “particularly special” said Stephen.
Also on the Beauty Contact stand is the first
ladies fragrance from writing instruments
brand Montegrappa. The fragrance will retail at
US$109 for 100ml and is a spicy fragrance with
black rose, bergamot, vanilla and sandalwood.
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Timeless
style

Rule number one for travel retail success?
Keep things simple. That’s according to
Capella Industries, which has launched
a new line of designer watches here in
Cannes. “Our Velox watches display the
time and date – and that’s it,” said CEO
Jonas Dahlgren. “There aren’t 1,000
functions – it’s just a clean Scandinavian
design with a bit of a futuristic look.”
Capella Industries certainly knows how
to shift timepieces – since developing its
open-counter display units the company has
doubled sales of its watches in airports.
So far business has been brisk for the
company at TFWA World Exhibition too,

but then Cannes has always been a key
event for the company. “Cannes helps
us develop ideas,” said Dahlgren. “We
showed sketches of our Velox watches
here last year and they generated lots of
interest, so we have developed them for
this year’s event.”
The timepieces will retail from €69 and
are one of three new lines unveiled by
Capella in Cannes. “We also have new
watches from Lambretta and Panos
Emporio, which are generating a lot of
interest here,” said Dahlgren.
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Great
Scotch
Glen Moray will play a
leading role in helping La
Martiniquaise expand its
travel retail presence in the
coming years, the French
drinks company announced
yesterday.
“The Glen Moray taste
profile gives us a unique
position in the single malt
market that can bring
something different to
travel retail,” said Sylvia
Bernard, International
Marketing Director for La
Martiniquaise.
Glen Moray has enjoyed
rapid growth in the UK, US
and Australian domestic
markets, and has increased
production from 2.2 million
to 3.3 million litres per year
at its Elgin distillery.
La Martiniquaise believes
the brand can mirror that
growth in travel retail and
has used TFWA World
Exhibition to unveil the Glen
Moray Port Cask Finish,
which will hit duty free
shelves in April next year.

Liquid history
The Macallan launched
a 62-year-old single
malt yesterday as part of
its ongoing partnership
with French crystal house
Lalique. The rare liquid
is the penultimate in the
prestigious Six Pillars
Collection and comes in a
decorative decanter inspired
by Easter Elchies House
in Scotland – the “spiritual
home of Macallan”.
The Macallan and
Lalique held a joint press

“With the Port Cask Finish
you get more dried fruit
flavours coming through
and more of an oaky
character,” said Distillery
Manager, Graham Coull.
This is Coull’s first visit
to TFWA World Exhibition and the Scot will be
pouring drams of Glen
Moray at La Martiniquaise’s stand for the rest
of the week – look out for
the man in the kilt.
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conference yesterday
to launch the latest in
its sell-out series and
announced that only 400
decanters will be release,
retailing at $25,000 each.
The Six Pillars Collection
is said to celebrate the six
elements that give Macallan single malt whiskey
its supreme quality and
distinctive character. “This
collection has inspired
interest from connoisseurs and collectors since

its inception in 2005,
representing a marriage
of the finest and rarest
Macallan single malt
whisky and bespoke
designed decanters from
the master crystal craftsmen at Lalique,” said
David Cox, Director of Fine
and Rare Whiskies for The
Macallan. “This is liquid
history, this whisky comes
from an old era that is
long gone and it is very
precious to us.”
The hand crafted decanter
takes inspiration from the
period features of Easter
Elchies House and the

Alighting in Cannes
King’s Tobacco International
is making its Cannes debut
this week. The cigarette
manufacturer has big
ambitions in travel retail and
claims TFWA World Exhibition has given it the foothold
it needs to become a global
player in travel retail. “We
have already got a strong
presence in France and
other Western European
markets,” said Stuart

Buchanan, Global Sales
and Marketing Director. “At
the moment we are a small
company but we have pretty
aggressive expansion plans
for the next couple of years
and showing at Cannes is
really important for us.”
Although this is the first
year exhibiting at TFWA
World Exhibition for King’s
Tobacco International, it has
many appointments lined

up. “We only found out that
we would be exhibiting three
months ago, but we have

news

liquid has a peaty and
smoky taste with hints of
dried fruit.

Mediterranean
Village N7
arranged lots of meetings,”
said Buchanan. “So far this
has been a good show
for us.”
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Bright idea
Old Pulteney’s Lighthouse Series scooped a
Gold Medal at last night’s
Drinks International
Awards. The gong for
Best Packaging was
the icing on the cake
for International Beverage Holdings, which
has enjoyed strong

www.tfwa.com

travel retail sales with
its collection of three
special edition whiskies.
“The reception of the
Lighthouse Series has
been fantastic,” said
Malcolm Leask, Vice
President of Sales. “Old
Pulteney has a long
association with the

fishing fleets of Britain
and that has been
celebrated with this
collection, which honours
three lighthouses located
near the distillery in the
North East of Scotland.”

Marina
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Beach
holiday
Italian fashion house Pal Zileri is focusing
on casual fashion on its stand. Panama
hats, open neck shirts, sandals, rolled up
sleeve blazers with pocket handkerchiefs,
sunglasses and deck shoes show a beach
holiday theme with elegance.
Mohamed Snoussi, Travel Retail Director,
commented: “There’s a more casual look
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for travel retail. We can’t sell suits. But
this year it’s a more refined casual with
the best production; all handmade and
finished with a distinct Italian touch.
That’s the most important point and the
difference between us and some other
men’s brands.”
Over the past few months the brand has
opened boutiques at airports including
Ekaterinburg and Kazan, its third store at
Sheremetyevo, one at Mumbai and also
Sharjah, and two at Vnukovo Airport.

Bay Village Bay 1

British
jewels
Though unique, British designed and
owned Buckley Jewellery adjusted its
focus to travel retail just three and a half
years ago, Buckley of London, its private
brand of high calibre costume jewellery
at an attainable price point, has become
the number one in inflight sales in its
segment. Its success is “down to product
innovation and quality,” explained Chief
Executive Adrian Buckley. Buckley of

Club Benz
Mercedes-Benz Perfume’s famed and
enigmatic silhouetted flacon came to life
in yesterday’s TFWA Daily, following the
launch of the brand’s intoxicating new
fragrance on Monday evening. MercedesBenz ‘Club’ is the third product line in
the striking Mercedes-Benz Perfume
portfolio, and joins the brand’s two classic
pillars, Eau de Toilette for Men and Eau de
Toilette for Women.
Aimed at a younger generation of
Mercedes-Benz followers, the new
perfume is an olfactory representation of
the neon lights, vivid colours and bustling

London’s signature bangle, the Russian,
has consistently snagged Best Inflight
Product of the Year awards over the last
three years: “The brand is onboard more
than 130 airlines, and the Russian bangle
has been a top seller on every airline
on which it is stocked – by a significant
margin. Now our newest design, ‘I Love
You’, is selling even faster.”
The award winning ‘I Love You’ is a
sparkling bracelet with 20 brilliant
baguette-cut cubic zirconias, crafted to
reflect the dots and dashes used in Morse
code to express the romantic message
after which it is named.

Red Village H4
crowds of an unforgettable nightclub
ambience. “It is a dynamic, fancy and
eye-catching fragrance,” said Thibauld
de Vaulchier, Vice President Sales, INCC
Parfums representing Mercedes-Benz
Perfume. “Our hope is that it will give the
brand a rejuvenating boost and reveal to
a new generation of customer the lively
energy of Mercedes-Benz Perfume.”
Seductive, fresh and woody, MercedesBenz Club is the brand’s second
fragrance launch in recent months;
the new Mercedes-Benz Sport for men
was a fragrance designed to fit with the
company’s regional expansion in Europe,
Asia and the US. As of this year MercedesBenz Perfume has doors in 30 markets
across the globe.

Red Village K22
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NEW DAVIDOFF NICARAGUA
O U R TO B A C C O M A S T E R S T R AV E L L E D U N FA M I L I A R PAT H S I N T H E I R
SEARCH FOR A MORE COMPLEX CIGAR BLEND WHICH COULD STIMULATE
B OT H T H E SW E E T A N D B I T T E R TAST E B U DS

·

T H E Y FO U N D I T I N T H E

F I E R Y E A R T H O F N I C A R AG U A’ S F O R T Y VO LC A N O E S

·

FROM THERE

ROSE THE LEAVES WHICH DAVIDOFF’S UNIQUE EXPERTISE WOULD TURN
I N TO N E W DAV I D O F F N I C A R AG U A

·

TO D I S C OV E R T H E M YO U R S E L F

WILL NOT TAKE YOU ON SUCH AN EXOTIC JOURNEY
UNDOUBTEDLY WILL

·

BUT THE TASTE

·

D I S COV E R E D BY A N D A P P R E C I AT E D BY
T H O S E I N T H E M O O D TO E X P LO R E

VISIT US ON OUR STAND RH8 – RIVIERA VILLAGE
davidoff.com

Smoking seriously harms you and others around you
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Best foot
forward
Repetto is showcasing its first eponymous
fragrance, and again confounding expectations with its footwear retail concepts, four
years after its first foray into travel retail.
“We are have enjoyed our experience so
far. There is still an economic crisis across
Europe, and Asia actually, but the travel
retail sector seems to be less affected and is
pulling through,” said Jean-Marc Gaucher,
Président Directeur Général of Repetto.
The Parisian luxury brand uses ‘music box’
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retail furniture that references established
brand touchpoints; concave hollows sheltering velvet covered stools where travellers may
sample its fine leather ballet pumps and other
feminine footwear options in limited space.
“The Repetto woman is one who will be
anxious to be to be wearing just the right
shoes for her travels,” said Gaucher.
Repetto women can indulge in airports
across Europe, in Korea, and, from Spring
2015, an as-yet unnamed Asian country.
“We are committed to this industry, and we
want to try different things as part of the
process. We just want to do what we do well,
and enjoy what we do,” added Gaucher.

Bay Village Bay 17A

Viva il
gourmand
Dufre is debuting a new image in Cannes
this week, exhibiting two clearly differentiated brands: GoodBuyItaly and Mr. Donuts.
Regarding the former, Dufre Owner
Eugenio Gaudio, explained: “In Italy we
have excellence in all aspects – food,
fashion and cars. GoodBuyItaly is a
consortia of the top Italian specialty labels
and as such belongs in high end airport
retailers.”
Currently placed in airports across Italy
and with many successful tasting events

behind it, GoodBuyItaly is looking for
expansion in other markets. “We spend
a lot of time on words but nothing can
beat experience – tasting is everything.
With buyers who taste we have a great
response and have made good contacts
this week,” said Gaudio.
Also on offer is new brand Mr. Donuts,
a moulded ice cream treat finished with
toppings to look like its namesake, with
samples available to interested parties.
“Airport operators want to discover
novelties in snacking, not just the same
old sandwiches and industrial ice cream
in every airport,” said Stefano Toschi,
Brand Manager and mastermind behind
the frozen treat.
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THE BELGIAN CHOCOLATE
WITH A STORY

VisaPure
VisaPure
REVEAL YOUR SKIN’S

REVEALRADIANCE
YOUR SKIN’S
TRUE
TRUE RADIANCE

The new way of cleansing: 10x more effective than cleansing by hand*

STARBROOK AIRLINES

MEDITERRANEAN VILLAGE – N19
info@starbrook-airlines.com • www.starbrook-airlines.com

The new way of cleansing: 10x more effective than cleansing by hand*

Philips Global Travel Retail.Visit us at Blue Village, G6
Make an appointment: travel.retail@philips.com

*Compared with manual make-up removal. Data on file
*Compared with manual make-up removal. Data on file

Sign up now...

the industry at your fingertips...

Brandsforbuyers.com: International exposure

Brandsforbuyers is a truly international site, with over 17,000 pages of travel
retail products already viewed by buyers across Asia, Europe and the Americas.
The fastest growing industry site with a global reach – sign up now to enjoy
the benefits of placing your products in front of our targeted, global audience
beyond the TFWA World Exhibition and into 2014.

“

I recently had the need to use the Brands For Buyers website. I have to say that I was very IMpresseD ”

Christine Martin, Managing Director, TRT & ISPY

“ Brandsforbuyers.com offers ARI Ireland a more eFFIcIeNt way for keeping up to date with product launches ”

Sandra White, Category Leader, ARI Ireland

Metropolis Business Media is proud to add Brandsforbuyers to its travel retail portfolio, alongside DFNI and Frontier. For all enquiries please contact
info@brandsforbuyers.com or call +44 (0) 20 8253 8389

over 500 brands already online...
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Fauchon
eclairs
Fauchon is looking ahead to its exciting
shop within a shop concept for 2014,
which includes a fuchsia display stand
mounted with glass to reveal a rainbow of
delicious macaroons and fruity eclairs.
The company is also showing off a delectable selection of he new eclair flavours
– vanilla, chocolate, lemon, coffee and

toffee, which will be available in all duty
free outlets. Juliette D’Alton, International
Retail Manager, revealed some emerging
trends in travel retail: “The biggest evolution has been the premium goods trend.
Exports are begging for luxury food, more
space and fresh products.”
She also reported that France remains
its top city for growth, growing +40% in
the country in 2013, and has sustained its
position as one of the top selling brands in
Paris’ airports.

Riveria Village RD7

Designer chocolate
Starbrook Airlines is launching its latest
artist-designed confectionery packs for
travel retail. The supplier uses the artist
Jaak De Koninck to develop its range of
retro images and has recently launched
the Beyond Time range, which features
drawings of ladies throughout time in
different outfits of the eras. Starbrook
Airlines Owner Patrick Gilis said the
range was developed when Russian
retailers mentioned there wasn’t enough
innovation in the chocolate category and
they were looking for something new

and design-led. Starbrook Airlines has
also been making private label chocolate
for Amsterdam Airport Schiphol with its
specially created Heavenly Holland brand.
The design features a stylish image of a lady
holding tulips. “I think it is the first airport
to sell its own chocolates,” said Gilis.
The majority of Starbrook Airlines’ tins
purposely don’t feature images of products
in order to make them more collectible.

Mediterranean
Village N19

CANNES LAUNCHES CHRISTIAN LACROIX SUN
new BraceleT ediTions
Glow in the Dark &
Kids Bracelet

Trendy & Functional
Mosquito Protection
MOSQUITNO FOR TRAVEL RETAIL & DUTY FREE
You will get familiar with the trendy travel concept
carried out by MosquitNo, our tax free products, such
as the Anti Mosquito Polo Shirts and other novelties
for 2013-2014. In addition to our current collection
of stylish and trendy accessories for personal use,
we’ve developed new products in the field of
mosquito and insect protection for the Travel Retail,
Duty Free and Leisure Industry. Welcome in
our MosquitNo stand Green Village H56.

Green VillaGe H56

www.mosquitno.eu

+ 44 7747 637 245

www.mondottica.com

juliehawkins@mondottica.com
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LA calling
Jung-Hoi Moon, part of the
international travel retail
team at Amore Pacific,
reported that the skin care
company is keen to expand
into the US market. In
the last year it has grown
globally, recently opening
in duty free in the pacific
island of Guam, as well as
Japan, Thailand, Singapore and China.
The company’s best
selling brand is Laneige,
which Moon said has
strong customer loyalty:
“Laneige does best in duty

free. It is loved by young
Chinese ladies, as well
as Sulwhasoo, which is
more of a luxury brand.
Our best selling product
is the Water Sleeping
Pack, which sells one unit
every 50 seconds around
the world. We are always
looking for new business
opportunities, especially in
LA and the US, anywhere
Chinese travellers will be
visiting the airports.”

Golden Village
GO14
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Year
of the
horse
Culinary
passport
Barton and Guestier is
exhibiting at TFWA World
Exhibition for the 10th
year, showcasing some
tasty ideas for the year
ahead. For 2014 the brand
is focusing on launching
its wine and food matching
service, named the ‘Culinary
Passport’. The brand is also
showcasing its travel retail
exclusive, ‘French Tom’,
a Bordeaux and a Medoc
that focuses on the brand’s
heritage and identity.
Philippe Marion, Sales
and Marketing Director
explained: “French Tom was

the nickname for the Irish
founder of the company,
as he came to France in
1725, which also shows
that we are the oldest wine
merchant in France.”
From November 2014, the
‘Culinary Passport’ will be
given free when a customer
purchases a minimum of
two bottles of wine, and
the brand is also looking to
introduce a food experience
to airports to complement
the passport.

Jewellery brand Pica LéLa
acknowledged another
year of global growth at
TFWA World Exhibition,
with a +76% sales increase
since 2012. Frank Lum,
General Manager of Pica
LéLa, said it has witnessed
unexpected growth in
some unusual places over
the last year. “We were
happy about our surprising growth in Mongolia,
which has been really big
this year, as we have been
stocked by Nomin Department Store, which even

news

organised a local celebrity
to launch our range. It is
very encouraging that we
have been embraced by a
new market.”
The delicate lines are
stocked in 30 different
airlines and 10 duty free
airports.
The brand’s big launch for
2014, exclusive to travel
retail, is the Carnival Pony
collection, which is being
launched at TFWA World
Exhibition. The collection
draws inspiration from the
brands logo, and it is also
the Chinese year of the
horse in 2014. The ponies
come in a colourful selection of bright primaries,
dazzling birthstones and
classic diamonds.

Blue Village B4
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Dufre S.a.s. since 1989 has been on a mission to bring the excellence of Made in Italy to the duty free and travel retail market.
After continuous research and development Dufre have decided to launch at TFWE 2013 this year MR. DONUTS®, an
exclusive Delight - the “gelato on a stick”. Mixing the unique
taste of the Donut - the legendary American doughnut cake
- with the freshness of the Italian gelato and adorned with
captivating and catchy creative
decorations - MR. DONUTS® is
a colorful and delicious idea for
a pleasant snack.
Its original taste on a stick is a
mix of tradition and innovation,
combining the pleasure of the Italian artisanal gelato with
the sweetness of the fabulous American doughnut cake
(Homer Simpson’s favourite!). Tasting MR. DONUTS® during
a break is a unique and refreshing experience. This innovative
product will delight and stimulate the tastebuds of both
adults and kids. All the necessary equipment for its preparation
is contained in two different kits, one for the sticks, and the
other for colored glazes and innovative decorations.
MR. DONUTS® is the perfect novelty snack for all those
who want to enjoy an inventive, high-quality and appealing
product.
TFWE 2013 - CANNES - YELLOW VILLAGE F 48
Dufre S.a.s - Italy
info@dufre.it - www.dufre.it
www.tfwa.com
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Jade domination

NEW

Taiwanese jewellery brand Sun Jewelry
has announced its plans to explode into
the European market at TFWA World
Exhibition. Wendy Sun, President of Sun
Jewelry, said it has some top secret
projects in the European market, as well
as sales progressing rapidly in China and
Taipei especially.
Sun said her bespoke products are
performing well: “For example in Taiwan
their country’s flower is the waterlily, so

we create an exclusive product for each
airline, according to the respective
country to match their product to their
symbols and heritage.”
There are also a number of shimmering multi-purpose necklaces for 2014,
which can be worn as a choker, bracelet or long necklace depending on your
chosen style.

Sparkling
shoes

China, Malaysia and the Philippines.”
Toscow has launched its Primadonna collection at TFWA World Exhibition, which features
a jewelled high heel necklace, as well as
recently launching its Enchanted Wings
collection, which is exclusive to travel retail.
The Enchanted Wings collection is aimed
at women in their early 20s in Asia, and
the Primadonna collection is aimed at the
Middle East and European market, but
Ng acknowledged that trends are very
much globally entwined, and the market is
differentiating less and less.

Toscow has a lot to celebrate at this year’s
TFWA World Exhibition, including record
double-digit growth figures, and a very
important birthday. Francis Ng, General
Manager, told the TFWA Daily just how
busy Toscow has been: “We have been very
busy opening up new stores, we opened up
a new one in airports in Sydney, Singapore,

Yellow Village F51

Blue Village D9

Enjoy 18 masterpieces of Guylian’s most
loved Sea Shell shape: the Guylian Sea Horses,
made with smooth milk, dark and white
Belgian chocolate, now offered in a luxurious
tin gift box. Exclusive to Duty Free travellers.
VISIT US: MEDITERRANEAN VILLAGE P13

www.tfwa.com
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CAMEL TIME
The camel chocolate company Al Nassma
celebrated its fifth anniversary yesterday
and told the TFWA Daily about how the
story of its herd of 3,600 female camels
and 40 bulls, kept at its farm at Umm
Nahad just outside Dubai, producing
gallons of milk every day intrigues visitors
and customers who are seeking a different chocolate experience. Listings with
Dubai Duty Free and Abu Dhabi Duty Free
followed with its first export sales to Japan
in 2010. Since then the company has
branched out in premium department and
travel stores. Patrick Dorais, Director of
Sales Worldwide, said: “Young brands and
young concepts are exactly what the travelling passenger wants – something different
to the mass-produced confectionery that
you can find in any airport. Our chocolates
are bought as signature gifts from Dubai

and the Middle East. We’ve had dozens
of industry executives from all countries,
including Lindt of Switzerland, visit our
farm and we’ve welcomed sales staff from
Dubai Duty Free every year, where we give
them intensive training as to how best sell
our chocolates.”
He continued: “Camel milk contains five
times more vitamin C than cows’ milk and
triggers no known allergies. Our chocolates
are a good alternative snack for lactose
intolerant people. Our assorted and tablet
varieties make a great gift for travellers
journeying through the UAE and we have
found that the Japanese, Chinese and other
Far East Asians are our biggest customers.”
Patrick Dorais, Director of Sales Worldwide, Al Nassma
Chocolate; Carmel Horan; Martin Van Almsick, General
Manager Worldwide, Al Nassma Chocolate; and George
Horan, President, Dubai Duty Free.

Carlo Bernasconi, Director - Member of the Board; Simon Forde, Group Commercial director; Atul Ahuja, CEO
- Global; Paul Topping, Director – Global; P. K. Thimmaya, Group Operations Director, Flemingo International
Limited; and Virhen Ahuja, Chairman, Flemingo Duty Free Shop Pvt. Ltd.

STORMING
THE NEXT
FRONTIER
The board of Flemingo Duty Free Shops
invited the press to their yacht on Monday,
where they outlined the group’s strong
growth in duty free and duty paid operations in 2013 in Eastern Europe, North
Africa, South America and Malaysia.
The acquisition of Chacalli De Decker,
Belgium, signals a major push into the
duty free diplomatic business whilst the
build, operation and maintenance of

the Moroccan Tangier port, which now
services over two million passengers is a
major coup for Flemingo. This 2,800sqm
terminal site is a holding location for
all car and foot passengers from North
Africa to mainland Europe, and Flemingo
will manage 355sqm of retail space. This
opens on 14 November and a second
terminal is planned to serve around 2.5
million passengers by 2016.
P.K. Thimmaya, Group Operations
Director, spoke of the importance of
Flemingo’s Xpress F&B and convenience shops growth with new openings
in Casablanca, Indonesia, Malaysia and
Costa Rica. “We hope to have 50 stores by
2015,” he said.
Paul Topping, Global Director, added:
“We have a lot of our own brands in
smaller airports. Everybody is trading up
with F&B a big part of our master plan
along with inflight and pre-order sales.”
CEO Atul Ahuja announced two new
wins – an F&B and fashion concession at
St Maarten and three new concessions
in Indonesia. “Our focus is on the Middle
East, Brazil, Indonesia, India and all of
Africa, and we have an exclusive contract
to service all Turkish airlines inflight,
except Turkish Airways. We have what
we call the ‘door opener solution’. Our
web shop is linked to the database of
the airline. As soon as the passenger
books, it links to our Flemingo website
so that passengers pre-order and have
goods delivered to their seats by the
crew. This offer is live with two Turkish
airlines and offers better-priced products
than airport duty free. At the moment
we have a limited offer of 800 SKUs but
this will grow and our offer range will
integrate with our back office. This is the
future and a very exciting development
for us,” said Ahuja. “We aim to be a $480
million company in 2014, with 50% of our
business in duty free by 2020.”

www.tfwa.com
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Global
cocoa
Traditional German chocolate
brand Rausch, founded in 1918,
is exhibiting at TFWA World
Exhibition with some travel
retail exclusives, and hopes to
expand into the Asian market.
Nadja Fromm, Marketing
Director, said it is really focusing on packaging as a pulling
factor for potential customers
in 2014: “This wooden box
contains two bars of chocolate,
which have been produced
specifically for travel retail:
the box can be used for two
purposes, as a gift and you can
use the wooden box after for
jewellery or other belongings.”
The chocolate brand has eight
different flavours, each with
a different gradient of milk,
getting sharper and darker
in taste throughout the line.
Each bar has been created
exclusively from cocoa beans
in individual countries.

Yellow Village E35

Rotary
scores
Rotary had some exciting news
to unveil at this year’s TFWA
World Exhibition, to do with a
certain international football
team. Zoe Nicholls, PR Manager
for Rotary, said: “We are Chelsea
FC’s official time keeper. It is
fantastic to be associated with
a worldwide football team, we
are going to do two special
edition watches soon, and will
be working with them four

The Taste of
Happiness.

years from now.” Rotary has
seen continued success in duty
free, airlines and cruise ships.
Rohanne Collis, European
Marketing and Sales Manager,
said: “We have seen a significant growth in Asia, especially
in Thailand, Indonesia, but we
hope that the Chelsea sponsorship will gain more. We are
listed on Air France, where we
have the number two selling
watch in the catalogue, which
shows if you have the right
product and price you can have
success, which shows the power
of travel retail.”

Yellow Village AA17
©The Hershey Company

Iconic brands. Travel Retail Exclusives. And innovative products such as BROOKSIDE® dark chocolate-covered fruit flavored
pieces. You’ll bring all this and more to your customers with HERSHEY’S® extraordinary portfolio of chocolate and confections.
Make HERSHEY’S World Travel Retail your destination.
New Location! Booth M53, Green Village at TFWA Cannes.
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ASSOCIATION
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75008 Paris France
Tel : +33 1 40 74 09 86
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Alain Maingreaud

Alessandra Aprile, Buyer, ES-KO
International Inc: “I’ll be focusing on luxury
items in categories such as cosmetics,
fragrances, watches and sunglasses,
and as well as looking at bigger high-end
brands as always, I’ll be seeking out new
brands at the other end of the market.
There is a good selection here at the show,
as there is every year, and to see something
new in luggage and travel accessories
would be great.”

Vinay Lamba, Head of Category,
Heinemann Asia Pacific: “There’s a
pretty extensive selection of brands
here – it’s my third year in Cannes and
it seems to be getting bigger and bigger.
Because generally new products are
brought to us and showcased at our
offices, I’m here to talk about open and
pending business, and so far
we’ve had some good meetings with
our suppliers.”
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Richard Jende

Shake Nur Islam, Duty Free DAC/
CGP Airports: “I have just arrived from
Bangladesh – it’s my first time in Cannes.
I have lots of appointments with brands
like Diageo and Imperial Tobacco. I’m here
looking for perfumes, liquors, cigarettes
and chocolates.”

Corinne Corre, Ets PONS S.A.S: “We have
a shop in Toulon Airport called Ponshop
and I am looking for fragrances for it.
I have appointments with some major
suppliers, such as Hermès. I have
appointments nearly every hour, so by
Thursday I will be very tired.”
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EXHIBITOR EVENTS
British American Tobacco
International Limited
Cocktail Evening
• Wednesday 23 October at 17:00
• Bay Village Bay Terrace 1
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Pal Zileri
Cocktail
• Wednesday 23 October at 17:00
• Trend, 15 Rue des Serbes
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Jacomo
Launching of Inessance Paris in the
presence of Miss France

TFWA Daily is distributed by:

• Thursday 24 October at 11:30
• Red Village L25

www.tfwa.com

